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NYSE and Paris stock

exchange finished their session

with an increase supported by

Nike, who finished on a rise

(11.13%) with 79.68 USD,

setting a new record after

quarterly results above

expectations.

Cameroon: review of the law on

incentives for private investment

According to the Agency for

Investments Promotion (API), the

law n° 2013/004 adopted on

April 18th, 2013 governing private

investment in the Republic of

Cameroon have lead to the

signature of 157 conventions

between the country and

various investment project

carriers in the country since 2014.

The agency further reveals that

55,000 direct jobs will be created

and CFA francs 3,424 billion will

be invested in Cameroon via

those agreements.

Source : Investir au Cameroun
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Value as at 7/1/2018    

NIGERIA STOCK EXCHANGE

ETERNA                      +4,99% NGN 6,73  

HONYFLOUR             -4,98%     NGN 2,29

DOUALA STOCK EXCHANGE

SOCAPALM  -0,000%   XAF 22 500

SAFACAM                 +0,000%   XAF 28 008 

GHANA STOCK EXCHANGE

CAL BANK                  -2,11%      GHS 1,28  

PZ CUSSONS          -0,58%      GHS 0,45 

Source: NGSE, DSX, GSE

Nigeria Stock Exchange ended its

Friday session on a rise (+1.44%)

with a total of 469,342,286 shares

involving 3,355 transactions

corresponding to a market value

of NGN 5,815,217,279.96.

Ghana Stock Exchange also

ended its session with an increase

(+ 0.06%). A total of 13,176 shares

were traded at a market value of

GHS 138,594.15.

Value as at 7/1/2018

Dow Jones +0,23% USD 24 271,41

Nasdaq 100 +0,13% USD 7 040,80

S&P 500 +0,08% USD 2 718.37

CAC40 +0,91% EURO 5 323,53

NIKKEI 225        +0,15 % USD 22 304,51

+0,95%   $ 74,150 +2,05%   $ 79,212 
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Raw materials

Price as at 6/29/2018

Cocoa 1 898  £/ton

Coffee                       1 723  $/ton

Wood 569,3 $/bdft

Palm oil 2 298  riggints/ton

Cotton                        85,38  cents/lb

Rice                             11,61 cents/lb

Cocoa prices finished in an increase

due to improved weather conditions

in Ivory Coast and scarcity of quality

beans, with low quality beans been

mixed with higher quality beans.

Coffee prices ended slightly up

owing to very limited activity in Asian

market as a result of Ramadan

holidays and regional elections in

Indonesia.

Palm oil market ended with a

decrease due to the depreciation of

riggint and a slowdown in production

in Malaysia and Indonesia.

Rwanda supports the ICT sector

with $30 million

In Rwanda, the government has

just launched the national fund

for research and innovation.

With a $ 30 million envelope, it

aims to support the

development of the technology

sector. The latter, which will be

operational as from the next

financial year, is part of the

National Transformation Strategy

2017-2024. It will particularly

enable equity financing to

Rwanda’ small and medium-

sized technology companies.

Source : La Tribune Afrique

After Kenya, car manufacturer

Volkswagen moves to Rwanda

On June 27th, 2018, the largest

European car manufacturer

Volkswagen started the

production of vehicles in its

assembly plant in Kigali,

unveiling the first vehicle "Made

in Rwanda". Already established

in Kenya, the company intend

to support the country in its

industrialization strategy and

imports’ reduction of used

vehicles.

Source : La Tribune Afrique

Amazon enters the

pharmaceutical market

Amazon, the American e-

commerce giant, have

announced the purchase of

PillPack at nearly $ 1 billion.

PillPack is a startup specialized in

drugs delivery in pre-packaged

doses across 49 US states.

Amazon who had obtained a

license in October 2017 to

commercialize drugs in several

US states, is thus entering a

sector that weighs more than $

400 billion dollars in turnover in

the United States.

Source : Le Monde

Source: Global Post
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